Nursery have had a another great term getting to know the new children
that joined us this term. At the beginning of term Harry and his
grandfather brought in some furry visitors to meet the children in nursery.
Harry had named one of his baby lambs after one of friends at Nursery
Dexter.

Everyone who wanted to, got a chance to stroke and feed the baby lambs and to
meet Dexter the lamb! The lambs seemed to be very happy with all of the
attention and milk they were given.

Helena brought in her orange juicer so the children could see where Orange
Juice comes from. They also had a go at squeezing out lemon juice. Some
.

children guessed it would taste ‘sour’ and it did. Some children thought it
tasted like ‘snails’

The children continue to develop the swimming skills and confidence in
the pool on Wednesday afternoon swim sessions.

This term the Handas Surprise book has been a popular choice with the
children. The book talks about different fruits – Pineapple, Passion Fruit,
Guava, Avocado, Mango, Satsumas and Bananas. The children thought it
would be a great idea to try some of these fruits at snack time. So Jo
went to Tesco and found all but the Guava, so we tried kiwi instead. Some
of the children tried all the fruits, most preferred the banana!

We then had a go at balancing the basket of Satsumas on our
heads just like Handa does in the book!

On Wednesday 21st March, the children went out for a nice surprise – A
Treasure Hunt. The children looked at a map with the layout of the field on it
and had to work out where the treasure was hidden. They found lots of lovely
‘pirate treasure’ including some chocolate coins!

Wishing you all a Happy Easter!

